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1. Introduction  
The independent set problem is widely studied in graph theory and it has important 
applications in many fields. There are mainly point-independent sets and edge-independent 
sets in graph theory, which often involve finding the optimal solution of the maximum 
independent set problem. The algorithms of finding the maximum independent set is often 
studied by scholars, such as the spanning tree algorithm. The graph coloring problem is a 
classical problem based on maximal independent set. The algorithm is to turn original 
problem into its sub-problem by obtaining a maximal independent set [1]. The maximum 
independent set problem with edge weights and its approximate algorithms are solved in 
[2]. The theory of maximal independent sets of graphs is applied to abstract the resources 
of education and a model is set up to achieve the function of auto-tabling in [3]. Recently, 
Chen [4] designed an exact algorithm based on branch and reduced to solve maximum 
independent set problem, which can get the exact solution of NP-hard problem in theory. 
And in [5], based on the graph theory, an independent set model suitable for ant colony 
algorithm is constructed. These problems are done on the basic of independent sets in graph 
theory and combinatorial mathematics.  

 In 1935, Whitney [6] first put forward the concept of matroids from the aspect of 
the independent set which provided a unifying abstract treatment of linear algebra and 
graph theory. Since then, the independent set axioms and other theory of matroids have 
been constructed and widely used. In [7], they are all done on the basic of independence 
systems of matroids, and then extended independent sets of matroids to independent sets 
of fuzzy matroids. In [8], many properties of fuzzy independence systems are found, such 
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as the perfectness, regularity, refinement and so on.  
 As the core problem of NP-complete problem, the maximum independent set 

problem has been formed for a long time [9]. It is widely used in industrial process control, 
network design, large scale integrated circuit design and economic model analysis, such as 
time scheduling, register allocation, spectrum allocation, network communication, course 
scheduling, streaming media scheduling and so on in [10]. At the same time, it is also the 
problem of combinatorial optimization research in [11]. Many combinatorial structures 
[12] belong to the class of independence systems such as matroids, intersections of 
matroids and machings [13], which are worth studying. The independent structure appears 
in many branches of mathematics, such as linear independence in vector spaces, matchings 
in graphs and surfaces in projective geometries [14].  

 In this paper, the main goal is to study the properties of independence systems 
based on matroids and operations of sets. The concepts and properties of the sum and direct 
sum of independence systems on the same or different ground sets are introduced and 
studied. The operations and properties of independence systems are expanded to finite 
independence systems. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, some basic notions 
and results related to independence systems are recalled. In section 3, the properties of 
operations of independence systems are studied. Conclusions is made in section 4.  
 
2. Preliminaries 
Firstly, the concept of independence system is introduced and the operations of sets are 
shown below. 
 
Definition 2.1. [6,8,24] Let E  be a nonempty finite set and E2  be the set of all subsets 

of E , and EI 2⊆ . Then the pair ),( IE  is called a set system on a ground set E .  
 For the following conditions,  
 (i) I∈∅ .  
 (ii) (Hereditary property) If IA∈  and AB ⊆  , then IB ∈ .  
 (iii) (Exchange property) If IYX ∈,  and ||>|| XY , then there exists an 

element XYy \∈  such that IyX ∈∪ }{ .  

 If ),( IE  satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), then ),( IE  is called a matroid.  

 If ),( IE  satisfies condition (ii), then ),( IE  is called an independence system.  

 For an independence system or a matroid ),( IE , the members of I  are called 

independent sets. I  is called a family of independent sets. A subset of E  that does not 
belong to I  is called a dependent set. The collection of dependent sets is denoted by D .  

 Since E  is finite, the number of all its subsets is finite. Therefore, the number of 
independence systems defined on a finite set E  is also finite. 
 
Definition 2.2. [24] Let EX ⊆  and ∅≠X . X  is called a basis of an independence 
system ),( IE , if IX ∈  and there does not exist a set IY ∈ , such that XY ⊃ .  

 That is, a maximal member of the family of independent sets I  is called a basis 
of ),( IE . The set of all bases is denoted by )(IB  or B . An empty independence system 
must have a basis at least, though all bases may not have the same cardinality. 
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Definition 2.3. [24] Let ),( IE  be an independence system and EA ⊆ . If the function 

*2: Zr E →  satisfies  
 =)(Ar  max },||{| IXAXX ∈⊆ ,  

where *Z  is nonnegative integer. Then )(Ar  is called the rank of set A  on ),( IE . Let  

 =)(Ir  max )}(||{| IBXX ⊆ .   

 Then )(Ir  is called the rank of an independence system ),( IE . That is, )(Ir  

is equal to the rank of a basis with the maximum rank of ),( IE . X  is called a maximum 

basis if the rank of X  is maximum among all the bases. When we discuss independence 
system ),( IE  later in this paper, we assume that }{∅≠I . 

 There are many properties of rank function of an independence system [17] [24]. 
 
Property 2.1. Suppose r  is the rank function of an independence system ),( IE  and 

nonempty sets EBA ⊆, , Eyx ∈,  :  

 (i) 0=)(∅r .  

 (ii) ||)( AAr ≤ , and if IA∈ , then |=|)( AAr  ( || A  is the cardinality of A ).  

 (iii) 1)(}){()( +≤∪≤ ArxArAr .  

 (iv) If BA ⊆ , then )()( BrAr ≤ .  

 (v) If )(=}){(=}){( AryArxAr ∪∪ , then )(=}){}{( AryxAr ∪∪ . 
 
 The independence system ),( IE  is composed of subsets of a ground set E . 

Obviously, the elements of the independence system are sets. So some properties of 
independence system are related to the operation between sets, such as intersection, union, 
sum etc.. 
 
Definition 2.4. [25] Let E  be a ground set and BA,  and C  be subsets of E . Some 
operations are as follows:  
 (i)  The intersection of A  and B  is denoted by AxxBA ∈∩ |{=  and }Bx ∈ .  

 (ii) The union of A  and B  is denoted by AxxBA ∈∪ |{=  or }Bx ∈ .  

 (iii) The complement of A  is denoted by ExxAE ∈|{=\  and }Ax ∉ .  

 (iv) The difference of A  and B  is denoted by AxxBA ∈− |{=  and }Bx ∉ .  

 (v) The symmetric difference of A  and B  is denoted by )()( ABBA −∪− .  
 There are many properties among operations of sets, such as the associative law:  
 )(=)( CBACBA ∪∪∪∪ , )(=)( CBACBA ∩∩∩∩ .  
  
 The associative law will be applied to the families of independent sets, which 

makes the properties of two independence systems extend to finite ones in section 4.  
 
2. The properties of operations for independence systems  
When discussing the properties of two independence systems according to the relationship 
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between the two ground sets 1E , 2E , there are mainly two cases as follows: 

(i) 21 = EE , the intersection and union operations of two independence systems 
is actually on the same ground set. 

(ii) 21 = EE / , the two ground sets are not equal and there exists the following cases:  

 (A) ∅∩ =21 EE , the two ground sets are separated from each other.  

 (B) ∅/∩ =21 EE , two ground sets have at least one common element.  

 (a) EEE =21 ∩  and |}||,{||<|0 21 EEminE ≤ , i.e. an element of the set 1E  does not 

belong to the set 2E  at least, that is ,there exists 1Ex ∈ , and 2Ex ∉ .  

  (b) 21 EE ⊂  or 12 EE ⊂ , that is, 1E  and 2E  have a proper inclusion relation.  
 Next, the operations and properties of the families of independent sets of the 

independence systems are studied based on the operations of the sets [25].  
 

2.1. On the same ground set 
In this section, two kinds of special independence systems are introduced, which are called 
the regular independence system and prefect independence system. And a tree structure 
about a special kind of independence systems is given, which is similar to the structure in 
[20], that is, there exists a tree structure of bases of independence systems on a same ground 
set. Then the operations of the families of independent sets of independence systems are 
studied according to the operations of sets. Finally, the properties of operations of 
independence systems on a same ground set are considered, which are similar to the results 
of matroids in [21]. 
 
Definition 3.1. Let ),( 1IE  and ),( 2IE  be the two distinct independence systems on the 

same ground set E , 1I  and 2I  be the two distinct families of independent sets, then 

),( 1IE  is regular in ),( 2IE  if for each basis )( 11 IBB ∈ , there always exists a basis 

)( 22 IBB ∈  such that 21 BB ⊆ . 
 
Definition 3.2. Let ),( IE  be an independence system on E  and Ix ∈}{  for some 

Ex ∈ . Then ),( IE  is called a perfect independence system if any 1X , IX ∈2 , then 

IXX ∈∪ 21 .  

 Then I  is called a perfect family of independent sets. If ),( IE  is a perfect 
independence system, there is only one basis. So, a perfect independence system and its 
basis are one-to-one correspondence relation.  
 
Definition 3.3. Let ),( 1IE  and ),( 2IE  be two independence systems on E . If for any 

element 1IX ∈ , there exists at least an element 2IY ∈  such that YX ⊆ , then ),( 1IE  

is called a sub-independence system of ),( 2IE , denoted by ),(),( 21 IEIE ⊆ .  

 There exist finite independence systems on a finite set E , so there is an inclusion 
relationship between two or more independence systems on E . This inclusion relationship 
can be represented by a tree structure  
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Example 3.1. Let {1,2,3,4}=E , there are four independence systems as follows:  

 {2}}{1},,{=1 ∅I , {1,3}}{2,3},{1,2},{3},{2},{1},,{=2 ∅I ,  

 {1,2,3}}{1,3},{2,3},{1,2},{3},{2},{1},,{=3 ∅I , EI 2=4 .  

 Obviously, ),(),(),(),( 4321 IEIEIEIE ⊆⊆⊆ . It is easy to see that ),( 1IE  

is regular in ),( 2IE  and ),( 3IE  and ),( 4IE , ),( 2IE  is regular in ),( 3IE  and 

),( 4IE , ),( 3IE  is regular in ),( 4IE . There exists the transitivity property among them.  

 The perfect independence system is a special kind of matroids, which will be 
introduced later. In Example 3.1, ),( 3IE  and ),( 4IE  are perfect independence systems 

and also matroids. But ),( 1IE  and ),( 2IE  are only independence systems.  
 It is known that there is a inclusion relationship of the sequence of these families 

of independent sets, that is, 1234 IIII ⊃⊃⊃ . The families of independent sets 1I , 2I  

and 3I  are regular in 4I . The bases of 4I , 3I , 2I  and 1I  can form a tree structure, see 

Fig. 1.  
 From the tree structure, the bases of the independence systems have an inclusion 

relationship among the families of independent sets. All bases of the minimum 
independence system are leaves of the tree paper, the tree structure of the inclusion relation 
of the families of independent sets among independence systems is discussed and some 
properties are studied.  

    
 

 
Figure 1: The tree structure of independence systems 

   
 From the definition of a perfect independence system, it is easy to obtain the 

following properties. 
 
Property 3.1. The hereditary property holds in the family of independent sets for an 
independence system. 
 
Property 3.2. Let ),( IE  be a perfect independence system. Then IXX ∈∪ 21  for any 

IXX ∈21, .  
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Example 3.2. Let {1,2,3}=E . Let {2}}{1},,{=1 ∅I , {1,2}}.{2},{1},,{=2 ∅I   

 Obviously, 1{2}{1} I∉∪ , 2{2}{1} I∈∪ . Then ),( 2IE  is not a perfect 

independence system, but ),( 2IE  is a perfect independence system. 
 
Property 3.3. A perfect independence system is a special kind of crisp matroid. 
Proof: Let ),( IE  be a perfect independence system. Then the conditions (i)(ii) of 

Definition 2.1 hold in ),( IE . We only show that condition (iii) of Definition 2.1 holds in 

),( IE .  

 Suppose that IXX ∈21,  and ||>|| 12 XX . By the hypothesis, for any 

12 \ XXx ∈ , we have IXXxX ∈∪⊆∪ 211 }{ , it implies that IxX ∈∪ }{1 . Hence, 

),( IE  is a crisp matroid.  
 Therefore, a perfect independence system is a special kind of crisp matroid.  

 For example, the perfect independence system ),2( EE  is a matroid, but not vice 
versa.  

 According to the number of perfect independence systems on a finite set and the 
property of their bases, there also exists a tree structure about bases of the special kind of 
matroids. 
 
Example 3.3. For {1,2}=1E , there exist three perfect independence systems:  

 {1,2}}.{2},{1},,{={2}},,{={1}},,{= 131211 ∅∅∅ III  

 
 For {1,2,3}=2E , there exist seven perfect independence systems:  
 

{1,2}}{2},{1},,{={3}},,{={2}},,{={1}},,{= 24232221 ∅∅∅∅ IIII ,  

 {2,3}}{3},{2},,{={1,3}},{3},{1},,{= 2625 ∅∅ II ,  

 {1,2,3}}.{1,3},{2,3},{1,2},{3},{2},{1},,{=27 ∅I  

 
 Then their tree structures can be constructed as Fig.2. 
 
 The tree structure of three perfect independence systems on 1E  is on left in Fig.2 

and the tree structure of seven perfect independence systems on 2E  is on the right in Fig.2. 
Every element of the tree structures is a basis of a perfect independence system. Each 
element and its subsets form a perfect independence system in the tree structure.  
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Figure 2: The tree structures of perfect independence systems 
  

Property 3.4. Let E  be a finite set with nE |=|  and I  be the set of all families of 

independent sets on E . Then, when 1≥n , the number of perfect independence systems 

on E  is 12 −n , i.e., 12|=I| −n . 
 
Property 3.5. If ),( IE  is a perfect independence system, then it has only one basis. 

Proof: Assume that 1B  and 2B  are bases of a perfect independence system ),( IE , then 

IBBB ∈∪ 21= . It is contradiction with 1B  and 2B  which are bases. Hence, there is 
only one basis for a perfect independence system. 

 The following theorem and its corollary studied in [26] are introduced. 
 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that ),( 1IE  and ),( 2IE  are the two different independence 

systems on E , then ),( 21 IIE ∩  and ),( 21 IIE ∪  are also independence systems on E  
 
Corollary 3.1. Let ),1,2,=)(,( niIE i ⋯  be different independence systems on a finite 

set E , then ),(
1=

i

n

i

IE ∪  and ),(
1=

i

n

i

IE ∩  are also independence systems on E . That is, the 

union or intersection of finite families of independent sets on E  are also families of 
independent sets.  

 Next, the properties of the sum and direct sum of finite independence systems are 
studied, which are similar to matroids [22] and [23]. Firstly, we introduced Theorem 3.2 
which is studied in [26]. 
 
Theorem 3.2. Let ),( 1IE  and ),( 2IE  be two independence systems on E  and let  

 },|{= 2121 IBIABAII ∈∈∪+ .  
  
 Then ),( 21 IIE +  is an independence system.  

 
Definition 3.4. ),( 21 IIE +  defined in Theorem 3.2 is called the sum of ),( 1IE  and 

),( 2IE . If }{=21 ∅∩ II , then the sum of ),( 1IE  and ),( 2IE  is called the direct sum, 
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denoted by ),(=),(),( 2121 IIEIEIE ⊕⊕ .  
 

 Now, we study the properties of the sum of ),( 1IE  and ),( 2IE  below. 
 
Theorem 3.3. Let ),( 1IE  and ),( 2IE  be two independence systems on E , suppose 

),( 21 IIE +  is the sum of ),( 1IE  and ),( 2IE . Then )()( 2111 IIrIr +≤  and 

)()( 2122 IIrIr +≤ , where 21,, rrr  are the rank functions of ),(),,(),,( 2121 IEIEIIE +
respectively. 
Proof: Let A  be a basis of ),( 1IE  with maximum rank )( 11 Ir . Suppose ),( 21 IIE +  

is the sum of ),( 1IE  and ),( 2IE . Obviously, 21= IIAA +∈∅∪ . Hence, There exists 

a basis B  of ),( 21 IIE +  such that BA ⊆ . It implies that )(|||| 21 IIrBA +≤≤ . Note 

that )(|=| 11 IrA . Then )()( 2111 IIrIr +≤ .  

 Similarly, )()( 2122 IIrIr +≤ . 
 
Theorem 3.4. Let ),( 21 IIE +  be the sum of two independence system ),( 1IE  and 

),( 2IE . Suppose that )(=)()( 212211 IIrIrIr +≤ , where 21,, rrr  are the rank functions 

of ),(),,(),,( 2121 IEIEIIE + , respectively. Then  

 (i) If A  is a basis of ),( 1IE  with maximum rank )( 11 Ir , then there exists a 

basis B  of ),( 2IE  with maximum rank )( 22 Ir  such that BA ⊆ .  

 (ii) ),(=),( 212 IIEIE + . 

Proof. (i) Assume that for any basis B  of ),( 2IE  with maximum rank )( 22 Ir , BA ⊆  

does't hold. Then there exists Ax ∈  such that Bx ∉ . It follows that 
)(|=|>|| 22 IrBBA ∪ . Moreover, 21 IIBA +∈∪ . Then )(|| 21 IIrBA +≤∪ . Thus, 

)(>)( 2221 IrIIr + . This is contradiction with )(=)( 2122 IIrIr + .  

 (ii) Obviously, 212 III +⊆ .  

 On the contrary, for any 21 IIA +∈ , there exist 21, INIB ∈∈  such that 

NBA ∪= . Then there exists a basis 1IC ∈  with maximum rank )( 11 Ir  such that 

CB ⊆ . From (i), there exists a basis 2IM ∈  with maximum rank )( 22 Ir  such that 

MC ⊆ . It follows that MB ⊆ . It implies that 2= INMNBA ∈∪⊆∪ . Then 

2IA∈ . Thus 221 III ⊆+ .  

 Therefore, 212 = III + , i.e., ),(=),( 212 IIEIE + . 
 
Theorem 3.5. Let ),( 21 IIE +  be the sum of two independence systems ),( 1IE  and 

),( 2IE . Then any basis of ),( 21 IIE +  can be denoted by NM ∪ , where M  is a basis 

of ),( 1IE  and N  is a basis of ),( 2IE . 

Proof: Let A  be a basis of ),( 21 IIE + , then 21= AAA ∪  and 2211 , IAIA ∈∈ . It 
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implies that there exist respective bases M  and N  of 1I  and 2I , such that MA ⊆1  

and NA ⊆2 . It follows that 21 IINMA +∈∪⊆ . Note that A  be a basis of 

),( 21 IIE + , Hence, NMA ∪= .  
 Note that the upper Theorems are similar to the results in matroid theory. It is 

easy to obtain the following property according to Theorem 3.5. 
 
Corollary 3.2. Let ),( 21 IIE ⊕  be the direct sum of two independence system ),( 1IE  

and ),( 2IE . Suppose that M  is a basis of ),( 21 IIE ⊕ . Then M  can be denoted by 

)\( NMN ∪ , where N  is a basis of ),( 1IE  and NM \  is a basis of ),( 2IE . 
 
Remark 3.1. The difference of the families of independence systems may not be an 
independence system. Suppose ),( 1IE  and ),( 2IE  are the two different independence 

systems on E . If }{=21 ∅∩ II , then }{= 212 ∅−− III , }{= 121 ∅−− III , then 

),(=}){)(,( 121 IEIIE ∅∪−  and ),(=}){)(,( 212 IEIIE ∅∪−  are independence 
systems.  

 But when }{=21 ∅/∩ II , the results don't hold. For example, {1,2,3}=E , 

{1}},{=1 ∅I  {2}}{1},,{=2 ∅I  {1,2}}{2},{1},,{=3 ∅I  and 

{1,3}}{3},{1},,{=4 ∅I , {{2}}=12 II − , {{1,2}}=23 II −  and 

{1,3}}{{3},=34 II − . Then }){)(,( 12 ∅∪− IIE  is an independence system, 

}){)(,( 23 ∅∪− IIE  and }){)(,( 34 ∅∪− IIE  are not independence systems.  

 
2.2. On the different ground sets 
In this section, we will discuss the intersection, union, sum and direct sum of independent 
systems when the ground sets are different. 
 
Theorem 3.6. Let ),( 11 IE  and ),( 22 IE  be two independence systems, then 

),( 2121 IIEE ∪∪  is still an independence system. 

Proof: Let ),( 11 IE , ),( 22 IE  be two independence systems, then the two families of 

independent sets 21, II  satisfy the hereditary property on the respective ground set 21,EE

, respectively. Now we prove the set 21 II ∪  is a family of independent sets. Let 

21 IIA ∪∈ , then 1IA∈  or 2IA∈ . Let 1IA∈ . Because 1I  is a family of independent 

sets, from the hereditary property of independence system, for any AB ⊆ , we have 

1IB ∈ . It follows that 21 IIB ∪∈ . Hence, 21 II ∪  is an independent set. Therefore, the 

set system ),( 2121 IIEE ∪∪  is an independence system.  
 From the above property, the following corollary can be obtained. 

 
Corollary 3.3. If ),1,2,=)(,( niIE ii ⋅⋅⋅  are independence systems on nEEE ,,, 21 ⋯ , 
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respectively. Then ),(
1=1=

i

n

i
i

n

i

IE ∪∪  is an independence system. 

 
 Next, we discuss the sum of independence systems on the different ground set. 

 
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that ),( 11 IE  and ),( 22 IE  are two independence systems. Let  

 }.,|{= 2121 IBIABAII ∈∈∪+    

 Then ),( 2121 IIEE +∪  is an independence system. 

Proof: Let 21 IIA +∈  and AB ⊆ . Then there exist 11 IA ∈  and 22 IA ∈  such that 

21= AAA ∪ . It follows that 21 AAB ∪⊆ . Let 21 \= ABB  and 12 \= ABB , then 

11 AB ⊆  and 22 AB ⊆  and 21= BBB ∪ . By the hypothesis and the definition of 

independence system, 11 IB ∈  and 22 IB ∈ . Then 2121 IIBB +∈∪ , i.e., 21 IIB +∈ . 

Therefore, ),( 2121 IIEE +∪  is an independence system. 
 
 From Theorem 3.7, the sum of two independence systems is defined and the its 

properties are studied. 
 
Definition 3.6. Suppose 21 II +  is defined in Theorem 3.7. Then ),( 2121 IIEE +∪  is 

called the sum of ),( 11 IE  and ),( 22 IE , denoted by  

),(=),(),( 21212211 IIEEIEIE +∪+ . If ∅∩ =21 EE , then ),( 2121 IIEE +∪   

is called the direct sum of ),( 11 IE  and ),( 22 IE , denoted by  

),(=),(),( 21212211 IIEEIEIE ⊕∪⊕ .  

 It is easy to see that 211 III +⊆  and 212 III +⊆ . When two families of 

independent sets 21, II  are given, the family of independent sets I  of the direct sum is 
determined. Next, the properties of bases and ranks of the sum are introduced. Note that 
for the different ground sets 1E  and 2E , )( 1Ir  should be treated in the union 21 EE ∪ .  
 
Theorem 3.8. Let ),( 11 IE  and ),( 22 IE  be two independence systems on 1E  and 2E , 

respectively. Suppose that ),( 2121 IIEE +∪  is the sum of them. Then 

)()( 2111 IIrIr +≤  and )()( 2122 IIrIr +≤ , where 21,, rrr  are the rank functions of 

),(),,(),,( 22112121 IEIEIIEE +∪ , respectively. 

Proof: Let A  be a basis of ),( 1IE  with maximum rank )( 11 Ir . Suppose that 

),( 2121 IIEE +∪  is the sum of ),( 1IE  and ),( 2IE . Obviously, 21= IIAA +∈∅∪
. Hence, There exists a basis B  of ),( 2121 IIEE +∪  such that BA ⊆ . It implies that 

)(|||| 21 IIrBA +≤≤ . Note that )(|=| 11 IrA . Then )()( 2111 IIrIr +≤ .  

 Similarly, )()( 2122 IIrIr +≤ . 
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Theorem 3.9. Let ),( 2121 IIEE +∪  be the sum of the two independence system 

),( 11 IE  and ),( 22 IE . Then any basis of ),( 2121 IIEE +∪  can be denoted by NM ∪
, and M  is a basis of ),( 11 IE , N  is a basis of ),( 22 IE . 

Proof: Let A  be a basis of ),( 2121 IIEE +∪ , then 21= AAA ∪  and 2211 , IAIA ∈∈
. It implies that there exist respective bases M  and N  of 1I  and 2I , such that 

MA ⊆1  and NA ⊆2 . It follows that 21 IINMA +∈∪⊆ . Note that A  be a basis of 

),( 21 IIE + , Hence, NMA ∪= . 
 
 From Theorem 3.9, the following property can be obtained. 

 
Property 3.6. Let ),( 2121 IIEE ⊕∪  be the direct sum of the two independence system 

),( 11 IE  and ),( 22 IE . Suppose that M  is a basis of ),( 2121 IIEE ⊕∪ . Then M  can 

be denoted by )\( NMN ∪  and N  is a basis of ),( 11 IE , NM \  is a basis of 

),( 22 IE . 
 
Theorem 3.10. Let ),( 2121 IIEE +∪  be the sum of the two independence system 

),( 11 IE  and ),( 22 IE  and 21 EEA ∪⊆ . Then A  is an independent set of 

),( 2121 IIEE +∪  if and only if 1EA ∩  and 2EA ∩  are independent sets of ),( 11 IE  

and ),( 22 IE  respectively. 

Proof: (Necessity) Since 21 EEA ∪⊆  is an independent set of ),( 2121 IIEE +∪ , then 

21 IIA +∈ . It follows that there exist 2211 , IAIA ∈∈  such that 21= AAA ∪ . Then 

21, AA  are the independent sets of ),(),,( 2211 IEIE , respectively. Obviously, 

2211 =,= AEAAEA ∩∩  are the independent sets of ),(),,( 2211 IEIE , respectively. 

(Sufficiency) Suppose that 21 EEA ∪⊆  and 1EA ∩  and 2EA ∩  are 

independent sets of ),( 11 IE  and ),( 22 IE , respectively. Then 11 IEA ∈∩  and 

22 IEA ∈∩ . It follows that 2121 )()( IIEAEA +∈∩∪∩ . Note that 

AEEAEAEA =)(=)()( 2121 ∪∩∩∪∩ . Then 21 IIA +∈ . That is, A  is an 

independent set of ),( 2121 IIEE +∪ . 
 
 From Theorem 3.10, it is easy to get the following property. 

 
Property 3.7. Let ),( 2121 IIEE +∪  be the sum of the two independence system 

),( 11 IE  and ),( 22 IE . Suppose 21,, rrr  are the rank functions of 

),(),,(),,( 22112121 IEIEIIEE +∪ , respectively. Then for any 21 EEA ∪⊆ , 

)()()( 2211 EArEArAr ∩+∩≤ . 

Proof: For any 21 EEA ∪⊆ , let B  be the maximal independent set contained by A , 
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i.e., 21 IIB +∈  and |=|)(=)( BBrAr . Then from Theorem 3.10, 11 IEB ∈∩  and 

22 IEB ∈∩ . It follows that |=|)( 111 EBEBr ∩∩  and |=|)( 222 EBEBr ∩∩ . Note 

that ||=|)(|=|)()(||||| 212121 BEEBEBEBEBEB ∪∩∩∪∩≥∩+∩ . Therefore, 

)()()( 2211 EArEArAr ∩+∩≤ . 
 
 From Property 3.7, we can obtain the following corollary. 

 
Corollary 3.4. Let ),( 2121 IIEE ⊕∪  be the direct sum of the two independence system 

),( 11 IE  and ),( 22 IE . Suppose 21,, rrr  are the rank functions of 

),(),,(),,( 22112121 IEIEIIEE ⊕∪ , respectively. Then for any 21 EEA ∪⊆ , 

)()(=)( 2211 EArEArAr ∩+∩ . 
 
 The previous properties is about the union of independence systems. Next, we 

discuss the intersection of independence systems. 
 
Theorem 3.11. Let ),( 11 IE  and ),( 22 IE  be two independence systems. Then 

),( 2121 IIEE ∩∪  is still an independence system. 

Proof: Obviously, 21 II ∩  is the family of subsets of 21 EE ∪  . Let 21 IIA ∩∈  and 

AB ⊆ . Then 1IA∈  and 2IA∈ . From the definition of independence system, we have 

that 1IB ∈  and 2IB ∈ . It follows that 21 IIB ∩∈ .  

 Therefore, ),( 2121 IIEE ∩∪  is still an independence system. 
 
 The following corollary can be obtained from Theorem 3.11. 

 
Corollary 3.5. If ),1,2,=)(,( niIE ii ⋯  are independence systems on nEEE ,,, 21 ⋯ , 

respectively. Then the intersection of the independence systems ),(
1=1=

i

n

i
i

n

i

IE ∩∪  is still an 

independence system.  
 
3. Conclusion 
Independent structure plays an important role in many mathematical branches. The 
properties of independence systems are of great significance for matroid structure and 
many properties of matroid can be extended to independence systems. In this paper, some 
operations such as intersection, union, sum and direct sum of independence systems are 
considered. The tree structure of independence systems is proposed and studied. Next, we 
will continue to study the structure and similarities between the independence system and 
the topology. The properties of the independence systems can applies to topology. 
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